Call for Bid to Junior Prom is Heavy; Formal Supper Dance at Congress Will End Social Season at Institute

R. J. SERSON DIRECTS AFFAIR

INTER-HONORARY BANQUET HELD WEDNESDAY NIGHT

The annual inter-honorary banquet held Wednesday night at the Chicago Y.W.C.A. was considered a success. The guests were seated at various tables throughout the entire building and enjoyed the music furnished by the Y.W.C.A. orchestra. 

Annual Varsity vs. Alumni Game Today

Monday morning, May 13, at 10 o'clock, the annual varsity vs. alumni game will be staged at the Illinois Institute of Technology. The team will consist of the present varsity and alumni students who will be present at the Institute. The game will be played on the field in front of the main building.

CIRCUS DAY TO CLIMAX JUNIOR CELEBRATIONS

Class Rush, Two Replays and Special Dinner

Class Rush, May 14, will be held in the auditorium of the university. The program will consist of special entertainment for the students and faculty. In addition, a special dinner will be served. The class will be divided into four groups, each group consisting of ten members.

All Buildings Open for Inspection

Tonight the Armour Institute of Technology will be open to all interested groups. The facilities of the buildings will be open for inspection and experiment. The details of the experiment have not been released.

Summary of Open House Exhibits

Following is a brief list of exhibits at the Institute for the present exhibit season. Exhibits in the main building will be shown by the various departments. All exhibits are free of charge and no action is required for admission. The exhibits are located in the main building.

Musical Organizations and Performances for Visitors

The annual Music Festival will be held Wednesday night, May 15, at 6:30 p.m. The Guest, Orion Club, and Strings and Strings will be featured, with the Inter-Organized Society presenting a music exhibit in the program. The program will be presented in the auditorium.
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OPEN HOUSE

Open House Night is an event of the school year which is far more important than many realize. This is a night on which the school offers an opportunity for the student body to help the students of another university to learn what courses are being offered. Open House Night is something that is always eagerly awaited by the students of the school.

The event is scheduled for the evening of the school year. During the evening, there will be a special presentation of the students’ work to the visitors. The visitors will be allowed to view the work of the students and to ask questions of the students. The visitors will also be given a chance to speak with the students and to learn more about the school.

The event is open to all students of the school. It is recommended that all students attend the event in order to gain a better understanding of the school and its offerings.

SELF EDUCATION

The education of the average student on campus is often neglected. The average student on campus spends most of his time in his classes and does not have much time to spend on self-education. This is a problem that all students should be aware of and try to overcome.

The average student should try to find time to learn something about the world and about his own interests. This should be done in a way that is enjoyable and that will help the student to learn.

The student should try to find time to read books, articles, and other materials that are related to his interests. This should be done in a way that is enjoyable and that will help the student to learn.

The student should try to find time to learn something about the world and about his own interests. This should be done in a way that is enjoyable and that will help the student to learn.
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At the corner of the building, on the same floor, is the Quantitative and Qualitative Lab. Here, Prof. Frenet's "All-American" selection of exquisite products in foods, is located. Each year, the best examples made by the sophomore chemical classes are selected and placed on display in this exhibit. The exhibit, complete with name, address, and description, and all details of the operation of the equipment used, is available. As soon as the exhibit is evaluated, any misunderstated, mislabeled, or unstatated items are made to correspond. In the same lab, qualitative determination of metals is quantitatively modified.

Architects Show Drawings

In the lower of the south building will be displayed posters of the Architectural department. Drawings of the Physics Show Laboratory will be displayed, and the Physics Show Laboratory will be displayed in the Physics Show Laboratory. The Physics Show Laboratory will be displayed in the Physics Show Laboratory. The Physics Show Laboratory will be displayed in the Physics Show Laboratory.

many kinds are needed

One man supervises the construction of a new telephone line, a second is responsible for efficient service on that line, a third for the maintenance of the line, and the public how to use the service.

The first is an important side of the many-sided business of rendering reliable, uniform and economical telephone service to every corner of the nation. Bell invented the telephone; Vail made it a service of every-day life. Today, the widely different types of ability represented by these three men are still essential.

What is more, the Bell System develops in complexity, opportunities for interesting life-work becomes constantly more varied.

Bell System

"OUR PIONEERING WORK HAS JUST BEGUN"
**Michigan Sunk for Ninth**

**Track Team Meets Lake Forest Friday**

ARMOUR'S third outdoor track meet will be held Friday, May 17, at Lake Forest with Lake Forest College at 3 p.m. as there is no school Friday afternoon, many of the athletes are expected to attend the meet. The track team will go as a unit in a bus.

**Neira Does Give First Defeat to Tennis Team**

The Neira tennis team, one of the best in the Mid-West, brought about the Tech's first defeat of the season by counting out the long end of a 3-3 score, Friday afternoon, May 3, on the home courts. Singles—Waltman (A) defeated Stearns (D) 6-2, 6-4, 6-2; Stiller (A) defeated Cruth (C) 6-4, 6-2, 6-2; Burer (H) defeated Ludwig (M) 6-4, 6-2, 6-2; O'Bannan (A) defeated Winfield (A) 6-4, 6-2; Winfield (A) defeated Burer (H) 6-4, 6-2. Doubles—Stiller & Waltman (A) defeated Zander & Johnson (M) 6-3, 6-2; Zander & Johnson (M) defeated Stearns & Ludwig (C) 6-2, 6-2.

**SUBSCRIBE NOW FOR NEXT SEMESTER**

**Track Bargains 55c Per Yard, Wholesale and Retail**

We cater to the individual.

**Golf Team Wins Over St. John U.**

The Armour Golf team came out on top in the long end of a 2-4 score in a match with St. John's University, Friday, May 17. The match was played at the Brookline Country Club on Friday, May 17, as part of the seventeen match with the University of Wisconsin. Armour won both the singles and the doubles matches. The results:

- Singles: Holovchak
- Doubles: De Vries & West beat De Vries & West at 2-1

**Why one-way Street?**

A college man suggested the idea for this new collar attached shirt. We've perfected it. No more collar holes or button holes. The patented construction of the shirt does away with this and unnecessary neck loop and broken button. For everyday wear—has your closest as usual. The trim appearance of the collar will surprise you. For sport—don your ties and the collar falls in a natural easy fold. We call this shirt the "Tech." White only, 1.50
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**SELKIRK BANDS 1950**

**Suits Made to Order**

**Style 111**

**Domestic**

**O. M. ZEIS LUMBER CO.**

**WILLIAM O. ZEIS**

**Everything in LUMBER AND MILL WORK**

We Deliver Any Quantity

60th Street and Irving Avenues

**ARTISTS AND DRAWING MATERIALS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION**

SUBSCRIBE NOW FOR NEXT SEMESTER

FILL OUT AND MAIL TODAY

Mr.-----------------------------

RECEIVED OF

Mr.-----------------------------
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**Sherwood Tailor**

3922 S. State St.